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Research equipment for laboratory experiments with herbicides

Jens L. Kristensen, Department of Weed Control, Research Centre

for Plant Protection, Flakkebjerg, Slagelse, Denmark.

Introduction
Many herbicide experiments can with great advantage be carried out in the

laboratory, using pot plants which have been grown either in the open, in

glasshouses or in controlled environment cabinets. Pot experiments take up

less room and are considerably cheaper than field experiments. Pot grown plants

are normally more uniform than plants grown in the field which makes it possible

to conduct more reproducible and complicated experiments. Furthermore, it is

possible to control and manipulate many of the factors affecting plant growth

and herbicide efficacy. By using research equipment such as pot sprayers,

gravimetrical watering systems, rain simulators and controlled environment

cabinets it is possible, to control herbicide application, water stress,

nutrition, temperature, humidity, light intensity, precipitation etc.

However, the success of laboratory experiments is very dependent upon the

performance and quality of the research equipment used. Research equipment

for laboratory experiments with herbicides is not generally commercially

available. Consequently, most equipment used at the Department of WeedControl

in Flakkebjerg Denmark, has been designed and constructed on location. This

paper presents some of the equipment.

Pot Sprayer
In herbicide experiments with pot grown plants is it essential to apply the

herbicide accurately and in a way that is comparable with field application.

Therefor a high performance Pot Sprayer has been constructed.
The sprayer is built as a compact unit. The spraying is done with a moving

boom fixed with two hydraulic nozzles. The speed of the boom can be adjusted

from 0.4 to 2.8 m sl. The distance between the nozzles and the target area

can be adjusted from 0.4 to 1.7 m, by moving either the pot table or the top

of the cabinet where the spray boom is mounted.
The spray liquid is driven to the nozzles by air from a pressurized

container, containing a beaker with the spray solution. By different
combinations of nozzles, pressures and spray boom speeds, it is possible to

regulate the spray volume from 25 to 1500 1 ha'.
The target area, within which a uniform distribution is obtained, is 0.4

m x 0.9 m. All parts in contact with the herbicide can be cleaned automatically,

and the spraying is performed inside a ventilated cabinet in order to avoid

contamination of the operator.

Rain Simulator
Research work and practical experience has revealed that rain can greatly

affect herbicide efficacy. In order to conduct research into this phenomenon,
a Rain Simulator has been constructed for laboratory use.

In the Rain Simulator the droplets are formed in ordinary hydraulic

nozzles. By adjusting the nozzle pressure is it possible to regulate the drop

size distribution. The droplets are led out through a fixed aperture which

limits the amount of water and then through an adjustable aperture, by which

the rain intensity can be regulated from 0.6 to 55 mm h-1.
The distance between the nozzles and the target area is 3 meters. This

means that droplets < 2 mm in diameter will reach 90% of terminal velocity.

In order to attain an even distribution of rain, the plants are placed on a
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"carousel" moving in a double circular orbit. With this system the coefficient
of variation on rain distribution is less than 2.7 %.The Rain Simulator is
specially designed for investigating rainfastness of pesticides, but it has
also been used in experiments examining spread of fungus by rain splash.

Gravimetrical Watering System
In many pot experiments is it essential to control the water supply to the
plants with high accuracy. At the Department of Weed Control this is done
automatically on specially designed tables, placed in a glasshouse.

At the table 582 2 -litre pots are placed on a conveyer belt. An electronic
balance is placed under the table and is connected to a pneumatically operated
system that makes it possible to lift the pots, one by one, from the conveyer
belt to the balance. The balance is connected to a computer, which reads the
balance and controls the conveyer belt and the pneumatic system. Watering is
done by lifting and weighing each pot. If the weight is less than the set point
for the specific pot, water is added from an automatically controlled valve.
Water consumption of each pot is stored in the computer, thus making it possible
to give a rough estimate of transpiration.

Normally it takes less than 20 seconds to add water to a pot. The accuracy
of the system depends on the water flow, but in most cases the set point will
be reached within ± 0.8 ml .When the system is not used for watering, the conveyer

system moves regularly in small steps in order to reduce the effect on plant
growth of varying growth conditions in the glasshouse.

The system has mainly been used in experiments with soil - applied
herbicides where accurate water supply is essential. Furthermore, the system
has been used for testing the influence of water - stress on the efficacy of
foliar- applied herbicides.

Climate Simulator
Most experiments examining the effect of environment on herbicide efficacy
have been carried out in the field or in standard controlled environment
cabinets. There are, however, several limitations to these approaches. In field
experiments many different environmental factors may vary simultaneously,
making it difficult to interpret the results. Furthermore, it is impossible
to reproduce these experiments.

Results from experiments carried out in standard controlled environment
cabinets are difficult to transfer to field conditions, mainly because the
climatic parameters in such cabinets are controlled in a way, which is very
different from 'natural' conditions.

In order to carry out experiments under more natural climatic conditions,
three new computer operated Climate Simulators have been constructed.

In the cabinets it is possible to control the temperature from -4 to 35 °C,
relative humidity from 20 to 95% RH and light intensity from 0 to 550 E m2
s-1. All parameters can be increased or decreased gradually. This makes it
possible to simulate climatic conditions in a realistic way. In addition, the
cabinets are equipped with an automatic watering system similar to the
Gravimetrical Watering System.

The climate simulators have been used in a series of experiments, in which
the efficacy of various herbicides has been tested

under different 'natural' climates.
- when the herbicide are applied at different times of the day.
- when the test plants are under various soil moisture deficits at the

time of herbicide application.


